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Function of behavior examples

Behavior is what people do, and it's observable and measurable. Whether it's going from one place to another or cracking your joints, behavior serves some kind of function. In a research-based approach to behavioral editing, called Applied BehaviorAl Analysis, the function of inappropriate behavior is
sought after, in order to find a surrogate behavior to replace. Each behavior serves a function and provides consequence or enhancement for the behavior. When one successfully identifies a behavioral function, one can enhance the alternative, acceptable behavior that replaces it. If a student has a
special need or function fulfilled by alternative means, they are less likely to reappear mal-adaptive or unacceptable behavior. For example, if a child needs attention, and one gives them attention in an appropriate way because of appropriate behavior, people tend to cement appropriate behavior and
inappropriate or unwanted behaviors less likely to appear. To get your preferred item or activity. Escape or avoidance. Behavior helps a child escape from a setting or activity that he or she doesn't want. To get attention, either from significant adults or peers. Communicate. This is particularly true for
children with disabilities, which limit their ability to communicate. Self-stimulation when behavior itself provides empowerment. Control or power supply. Some students feel particularly helpless and problematic behavior can give them a sense of power or control. The ABA uses a simple acronym, while
ABC (Antecedent-Behavior-Consequence) defines three key parts of behavior. The definitions are as follows: Precursor: An environment in which behavior and circumstances occur that surround the occurrence of behavior or people in an environment where behavior occurs. Behavior: The behavior of
what the student actually does needs to be defined. Impact: Everything happens after behavior, including how people respond to behavior and what happens to the rest of the student education program. The clearest evidence of how behavior works for a child is seen in the predecessor (A) and
consequence (C.) in the predecessor, everything happens immediately before the behavior occurs. It is sometimes also referred to as an event setting, but setting an event can be part of a predecessor and not a whole. A teacher or ABA doctor must ask if there is anything in the environment that can lead
to behavior such as escaping loud noises, a person who always represents a demand or a change in routine that might seem scary to the child. There also may be something that happens in this environment that seems to have a causal relationship, as well as the input of a pretty girl who can draw
attention. In the ABA, the concept of consequence has a very specific Which at the same time is wider than the use of consequence, as it usually is, means punishment. The consequence is what happens as a result of behavior. This consequence is usually reward or empowerment for behavior. Consider
the consequences of how a child is removed from a room or a teacher reversing and giving the child something easier or fun to do. Another consequence may be the teacher getting really angry and starting screaming. It is usually in how the consequence interacts with the predecessor that it is possible to
find a function of behavior.  Example 1: Jeremy undressed in class. During structured observation, the therapist noticed that when time comes for art, Jeremy gets really upset. When the teacher announces: Time to clean up to go to art, Jeremy will throw himself to the ground and start pulling his shirt off.
Now he's got to the point where he quickly pulls his socks and pants off as well, so the office will be calling his mother to take him home. The function is to escape. Jeremy doesn't have to go to art class. Teachers need to figure out what it is that Jeremy wants to escape from art. The teacher may start
taking his or her favorite art teacher and not put any demands on him or she may want to put headsets on Jeremy (the room may be too loud, or the teachers' voice may be too high pitched.) Example 2: The moment Hilary is given a demand for the group, she begins to anger. He blacks out his desk by
sweeping it, knocks it down and throws it to the ground. She recently added a bite. It took up to half an hour to calm her down, but after attacking the other students, the principal was sending her home with her mom, who she has for herself for the rest of the day. This is another function of escapism,
though because of the consequences, you could say it is also indirectly attention, because she gets the undivided attention of mom when she returns home. The teacher needs to work to slowly shape academic behavior, give her preferred activities at the table, and make sure there is a homemade note



that helps mom give Hilary special attention, away from her typical siblings when she's having a great day. Example 3: Carlos is a seventh grader with low functional autism. He's been hitting girls when he goes to lunch or the gym, though not hard. They are affectionately referred to as love pats.
Sometimes he hits a boy with long hair, but his focus is usually girls. He usually smiles after he's done it. Here, the function is attention. Carlos is a teenage boy, and he wants the attention of pretty girls. They must learn to greet the girls appropriately to get their attention. In applied behavioral analysis, it is
believed that all behavior occurs for a reason. Technically, behavioral analysts look at this idea with behavior this behavior is maintained by the function. There are four behavioral functions in the ABA field. An individual is besaling to get out or avoid something he/she doesn't want to do. EXAMPLE: A
child throws ABA materials to the ground and no longer needs to complete the task submitted to him. The child learns that throwing materials on the ground gets him out of having to do the job. EXAMPLE: A child puts his head on a table when presented with academic work. The child is not expected to
complete academic work. The child learns that putting his head down on the table gets him out of that non-preferred role of academic work. NOTE ON THE RUN: Escape-maintained behavior may be due to a lack of motivation to perform a task (they don't want) or a lack of skills (this is too difficult).
Intervention should aim at increasing compliance as well as providing sufficient challenges for complex tasks or taking a step back towards overly demanding tasks by providing tasks that are easier to perform and increasing the complexity of the task more slowly. Attention: An individual is besaling to get
focused attention from parents, teachers, siblings, peers, or other people who are around them. EXAMPLE: A child whis while a parent is about them. The child learns that whining gets attention from their parent. EXAMPLE: The therapist speaks to another adult (parent or other staff). The child throws the
object across the treatment room. The therapist looks at the child and explains to him the need to clean the ay up (or the therapist starts communicating with the child again). The child learns that throwing gets attention from the therapist. NOTE ABOUT CAUTION: Attention may not just be positive
attention. Behavior can be maintained attention, which does not even seem to be as pleasant as the caregiver speaks in a strict voice, or tries to explain the reasons why the child should engage in appropriate behavior. Access to tangibles: An individual besals a certain way to get a preferred item or
participate in a pleasant activity. EXAMPLE: A child wants sweets when ejecting. The baby says I want sweets. The parent says no. The child cries and whis whisrks more about wanting sweets. The parent lets the child get sweets. The child learns that crying and whining gets him candy. EXAMPLE: A
child wants to use one that they like. The therapist sticks to ay. The child grabs towards the playfulness to her (or the child whining and grabs behind the castle). The therapist gives toy. The child learns that grabbing for ay (with or without whining-place storytelling or using PECS or any other form of
communication) gets him game. NOTE ON ACCESS: Access-maintained behavior can simply be a child gesticulating toward something he wants, pulling the caregiver's hand in the direction of what he wants or just looking at what he wants (when the caregiver has learned to read his or her posture and
facial expressions), or it can be a more problematic behavior, such as whining, throwing, etc. Automatic reinforcement: The individual besals in a specific way because they feel good. It is sometimes referred to as sensory behavior. EXAMPLE: A child cries because the baby has ear pain. (In this example,
crying is not due to a factor outside the child's body. Instead, it's because of the experience the child has inside.) EXAMPLE: A child scratches the skin because eczema or bug-bites relieve itching. NOTE ON AUTOMATIC REINFORCEMENT: In the example above, scratching is not self-harmful behavior,
as sometimes seen in escape or access-maintained behavior. Although scratching your own ones can be maintained by other features, in this example, it's alleviated itching, automatic or sensory experience. Identifying behavioral features can help providers identify contingency events that are currently
maintaining behavior. By identifying behavioural contingency events, the provider (or parent) can then make changes to discriminatory complaints (SD) and related consequences and/or establish operations and predecessors to ultimately influence the identified behaviour (Hanley, Iwata, &amp; McCord,
2003). References: Hanley, G.P., Iwata, B.A. and McCord, B.E. (2003), FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS OF PROBLEM BEHAVIOUR: OVERVIEW. Applied Behavior Analysis Log, 36: 147-185. doi:10.1901/jaba.2003.36-147 doi:10.1901/jaba.2003.36-147
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